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Objectives: To investigate inter-individual variation in the efficiency of
BST with regard to the stimulation site.
Methods: We studied 31 healthy subjects, using a right hand muscle as
a recording site. Three stimulation sites were compared: BST over the
inion (inion BST), and BST over the midpoint between the inion and the
right (ipsilateral BST) or left (contralateral BST) mastoid process. Five
suprathreshold BSTs were performed for each stimulation site using the
same stimulation intensity. The mean peak-to-peak amplitudes of MEP
were compared. The active motor threshold (AMT) and onset latency for
inion BST and ipsilateral BST were also measured and compared.
Results: Contralateral BST did not evoke discernible MEPs in most
subjects. In 21 subjects (67.7%), ipsilateral BST elicited larger MEPs than
inion BST, and AMT for ipsilateral BST was lower than or equal to the AMT
for inion BST in all subjects. Ipsilateral BST elicited shorter latency in
such subjects, when MEP amplitudes were adjusted.
Conclusions: The suitable stimulation site for BST differed among
subjects. About two-thirds showed larger MEP to ipsilateral BST. Efficient
stimulation site needs to be searched before the main examination.
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Introduction: Preliminary studies have proposed motor cortex stimulation
for the treatment of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS): a slight reduction
of disease progression has been reported using both invasive and
noninvasive repetitive motor cortex stimulation.
Objectives: The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of
long-term motor cortex stimulation on ALS progression.
Methods: Two ALS patients were treated for a period of about two
years, with monthly cycles of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation
(rTMS) and with chronic epidural motor cortex stimulation respectively.
We compared the rate of disease progression before and during
the treatment period using the revised ALS functional rating scale
(ALSFRS-R).
Results: The treatment was well tolerated, without any side
effect. Monthly rate of disease progression before treatment was
1.0 point/month in both patients. The patient treated with rTMS showed
a slight reduction of deterioration rate, that was 0.2 points/month in the
first year and 0.6 points/month in the following 14 months of treatment.
Conclusions: This preliminary experience could stimulate possible future
studies to investigate the effects of long-term repetitive motor cortex
stimulation on a larger group of ALS patients.
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Introduction: Electrical stimulation studies of mapping the human motor
cortex showed that vocalization was elicited from rather wide part of
primary motor cortex, lateral to the localization for the face and lip
muscles. Vocalization like sounds elicited by Penfield during 50 60 Hz
stimulation represents tonic activation of laryngeal-pharyngeal and facial
muscles. This phenomenon is not identical as simple and isolated
contraction of laryngeal muscle. Methodology used in our study is eliciting
corticobulbar motor evoked potentials (CoMEPs) from cricothyroid (CTHY)
muscles.
Objectives: To establish a methodology for mapping of primary motor
cortex for cricothyroid muscles in healthy subjects using navigated
transcranial magnetic stimulator (nTMS) combined with a 3D MRI
images.
Method: Ten healthy subjects were included in this study. nTMS was used
for stimulation of primary motor cortex (M1) representation for abductor

pollicis brevis (APB) and CTHY muscles, with recordings of motor evoked
potentials (MEPs) from APB and CoMEPs from CTHY muscles. For recording
CoMEPs from CTHY muscle, two hook wire electrodes were inserted in
the muscle, while surface electrodes were used for recording of MEPs
from APB. The location of the stimulating points over M1 for CTHY and
APB muscles was determined and superimposed over MRI images, while
measure their distance.
Results: Cortical location for CTHY and APB muscles was successfully
performed in all subjects. Stimulation over the left M1 for the CTHY
muscles elicited CoMEPs in the right CTHY muscle with a mean latency
of 11.5±0.6 ms. Stimulation over the left M1 for APB muscles elicited
MEPs in the right APB muscle with a mean latency of 22.8±0.4 ms.
Measurement of distance between cortical representation for APB and
CTHY was 26±2.16 mm.
Conclusion: This is the first study with the aim to determine the cortical
location of CTHY muscle with nTMS, showing that M1 for CTHY muscle is
about 3 cm more lateral than M1 for APB muscle.
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Introduction: Electroencephalography-transcranial magnetic stimulation
(EEG-TMS) co-registration is an innovative tecnique to study cortical
reactions to external perturbations and their modulation. TMS evoked
potentials (TEPs) have been described during both wake and sleep, but
the effect of sleep deprivation on TEPs is unknown.
Objective: To study vigilance-related modifications of cortical reactivity
by measuring variability in TEP.
Methods: In twelve healthy subjects, EEG-TMS co-registration was
performed with compatible equipment (BrainVision Recording System,
32 electrodes) and the dominant motor area was stimulated in a standard
wake condition, after partial sleep deprivation, and during sleep. Of
the initial twelve subjects, nine fell asleep during the experiment and
qualified for analysis. EEG traces were scored off-line according to
Rechschaffen-Kales sleep stages; segments were analysed from 100 ms
before to 500 ms after the TMS artifact.
Results: TMS induced clear-cut EEG activity lasting up to 300 ms after the
TMS artefact and consisting of alternating positive and negative polarity
deflections. A statistically significant sleep deprivation-induced increase
in amplitude was evident for the late peaks (P100 and N190), as compared
to both the wake and sleep conditions, with a global midline distribution
for P100 and a more marked posterior distribution for N190.
Conclusion: Our results evince increased cortical excitability after global
sleep deprivation, with a less evident increase over the anterior cortical
regions than over the central and posterior areas. Neurophysiologically,
this finding underpins the notion that the frontal-prefrontal areas are
more susceptible to the effects of sleep deprivation, as demonstrated
by neuropsychology and neuroimaging. Moreover, while no effect of
sleep deprivation in healthy subjects has been detected with TMS alone,
TMS-EEG co-registration seems to be a more sensitive tool for studying
vigilance-induced modulations.
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Introduction: Central post-stroke pain (CPSP) is one of the most
refractory chronic pain syndromes. We and some researchers have
reported that repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) of
the primary motor cortex provided moderate pain relief for those pain
conditions. However, that mechanism remains unclear.
Objectives: The objective of this study was to assess the changes of
cortical excitability in patients with intractable CPSP before and after
rTMS of the primary motor cortex.
Methods: Subjects were comprised of 20 consecutive patients with CPSP
of the hand that underwent rTMS or 13 healthy controls. The cortical


